Newsletter
Aug/Sep 2020

Dates for the diary:

President’s Report

Next Meetings:
21 September 2020 Meeting & AGM
26 October 2020
Upcoming Trips:
26 Sep – 5 Oct Ravensthorpe
Trip Leaders: Tony & Carole Allender
11 October 2020 Moondyne Country
Trip Leader: Phil Slowther
25 October 2020 Jarrahdale area
Trip Leader: Needed
6-9 November 2020 4WD Expo
22 November 2020 President’s Trip

Freedom All Wheel Drive Club is a
family oriented 4WD Club for drivers
of Compact and Standard 4WDs.
Monthly Meetings are held on the
fourth Monday of each month at the
Manning Senior Citizen’s Centre, 3
Downey Drive Manning. Contact us
via email at info@fawdcwa.com

Dear Members
Another great expedition, thanks to John and Debi, to Mt
Augustus in early August. We encountered some
challenging weather with sand storms, heavy rain and
strong gusty winds at times. The convoy was forced to
spread considerably because of visibility restrictions and
communication was, at times, close to the limits. The trip
on the whole was awesome and the Kennedy Ranges and of
course the biggest rock in the world were
spectacular. Road conditions weren’t always the
best. Some of us ended up sleeping and cooking in the red
dust. Some equipment suffered damage due to conditions
but that was all in the plan. Unfortunately Tony and Carole
suffered some technical issues and were forced to drop out
of the trip before the end and fortunately were able to get
home safely.
Spring has definitely sprung and the days are certainly
lengthening and warming. Reports indicate that there is a
significant increase in traffic throughout our State and there
are many new caravans and trailers out on the road
including lots of first-timers. A timely reminder that we
should always be courteous and respectful to other road
users, especially those who earn their living on the road.
I missed the last couple of day trips again but I understand
they were very well attended and enjoyable.
Thanks to the Trip Coordinator, Trip Leaders, Tail-end
Charlies and Ground Charlies for your time and effort.. Very
much appreciated.

Phil Slowther
Acting President

Snippets from the Editor
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Hello Everyone. This edition has lots of reports of outings.
I hope you enjoy the reading and amazing pics. We do live in a
great state.
Enjoy reading!
Diane Court
Newsletter Editor
possumcourt@gmail.com

Trip Report Part 2:
Karijini and Beyond – 22 days, Jun -Jul 2020
Trip Leaders: Andy & Linda Lawson
Participants: John & Debi Marten, Phil Slowther
Report and Photos supplied by Andy Lawson
23 June – Pack up camp and off to
Cheela Station. Stopped at
Paraburdoo for brunch/coffee on
the way, pretty little town and the
cockies are as red as the dirt
around the district. Arrived
Cheela Station around midday
unhitched the trailers and off to
explore the Beasley Gorge area
which is in this station. This gorge
is a little different to the Karajini
gorges in that you drive through
it in the dry river bed this time of
year, in the wet the water races
though and at some height. Some
fascinating rock formations and
some of the oldest rocks in the
world formed due to no oxygen
found in the testing by geologists.
Back at camp and the station has
a communal camp fire and on this
night we had some entertainment
by a young bloke playing guitar
and belting out a few songs.
Around 21.30 at the camp fire the
camp host Les gave a very
informative and interesting talk
on the stars in the night sky.
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24 June – Pack up and off to Bullara Station, lunch at Nanutarra roadhouse on the way. Bullara Station was
quirky in its setup with outside showers which allow you to see the blue sky or night sky depending on what
time of day you shower, Emmett the emu wanders through the camp and if you leave loose items lying
around he will investigate said items, Kangaroos with
joeys hopping around and at 17.00 you can
gravitate to the communal camp fire where
Damper John has cooked a damper and
everybody gets some. Damper John also
entertains with stories of the station and some
bush poetry. We headed back to our camp which
had its own fire pit and Fire Master John had a
roaring fire going in no time. We cooked dinner
on the fire and sat around talking, much the
same as every night - there is something special
about a camp fire - just relaxing. Next morning
before pack up we ventured to the homestead
for scones, jam and cream delicious.
25 June – Travelled to Exmouth, base camp for
three nights. Arrived set up camp and spent the
afternoon looking around Exmouth town and
stocking up on supplies.
26 June – Day one – Cape Range National Park
West Side – Vlamingh Head Lighthouse,
Mangrove Bay, Milyering Visitor Centre,
Turquoise Bay, Oyster Stacks, Yardie Creek
Gorge and Sandy Bay. We had a great day
touring around the west side of the National park
visiting the locations listed above. We all swam at
Turquoise Bay, snorkelled at Oyster Stakes over the
Emmet the Emu (with Phil)

coral and all the tropical fish that inhabit this area,
it was a busy day and at Sandy Bay Debi was in the
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water for another swim. I
think we had fish and
chips this night due to
being worn out with all
the swimming and
snorkelling. PS: if you
want fish and chips in
Exmouth order it the
night before you want
them - believe me.
27 June – Day twoCape Range National
Park East Side –
Shothole Canyon and
Charles Knife Ridge.
Shothole Canyon has
to be one of the most
enjoyable drives you
could experience, it
takes you on a journey
travelling a creek bed
deep into the gorge
country until you can go
Shothole Canyon

no further by car and is one of the most
scenic environments. The changes in
colour from the rock wall’s ground to
top are incredible. Then we went on the
road called Charles Knife Ridge, this
track runs at the top of the gorge that we
travelled in the morning, looking down
from some height at the river bed we
traversed earlier in the day and was
memorable. Back to camp midafternoon and some quite time.
28 June – Travelled to Coral Bay, base
camp for three nights. On the way to
Coral Bay we stopped at the Potshot &
Krait memorial for operations during
WW2. Coral Bay was a rest and
relaxation stop for three nights,
swimming and snorkelling and some
4WDing to Oyster Bridge and the
Lagoon. The weather and water was
warm although we did have some rain
on the second night. Snorkelling over
the coral was a highlight for all on the
trip. On the last night at Coral Bay the
group had dinner in one of the
restaurants as this was Phil’s last night
on the trip and returning to Perth the
next day due to family commitments.

Charles Knife Ridge
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1 July – Andy & Linda,
John & Debi travelled
to Wooramel Station
for a two night stop –
Phil returned to Perth.
On the way we
stopped in Carnarvon.
Dropped
into
Bumbak’s Preserves &
Icecream as John &
Debi had known this
product from earlier
years, some items
were purchased and
then to the local IGA
to top up on some
supplies
and
the
Bakery
for
some
lunch. Arriving at
Wooramel
Station
mid-afternoon
we
picked a campsite, set
up and made our way to
Wooramel Shearing Sheds
their outdoor meeting
place to have at station
cooked dinner on their open fires. A pleasant evening under the stars meeting other travellers and swapping
a few stories was enjoyed by all. Next day we took the opportunity to explore the station - not all areas were
accessible due to some recent rain but enough to occupy us for most of the day. Looking around an area they
call
the
Tip
was
interesting, the stuff
here included most of
the
broken
and
disused equipment
from the station, and
a fair bit of it was
placed around so as
to create sort of
artwork. We headed
out towards the
coast following fence
lines
and
came
across an area on the
coastal flats which
had the skeletal
remains of three
dugongs. We could
see all three from
our cars as the tide
was out so pulled up
and went for a walk
to get a closer look,
could only get to the
Wooramel Tip

closest skeleton because the
ground became quite boggy
and slippery. Following the track to the disused shearing sheds (last used in 2006) we alighted and explored
these fascinating ruminants of years past, it was truly an experience to walk through these buildings and
visualise how things were done in such isolation. A visit to Gladstone Jetty and the camping facilities
provided there and back to camp. Dinner, camp fire and bed.
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Murchison House Station
3 July – Travelled to Murchison House Station – three night base camp which turned into four nights as there
is so much on offer at this station. Even four nights is not enough so a future stay here is a must for us. On the
way and making good time we stopped in to the Hawks Head & Ross Graham lookouts. These are a fair way
out of Kalbarri and allow you to visit with trailers attached to your vehicle. The other entrances to the
national park require you to unhitch and leave in designated parking areas before entering. At Murchison
House Station we were bush camping which once signed in required us to cross the causeway over the
Murchison river and find a camp spot. Two options, up or down river - we chose down river and ventured
along the track and found a beautiful area near Adam’s Camp under some gum trees and overlooking the
water. With camp set up and
dinner on the go Fire
Master John had a
roaring fire going in no
time.
Day One – Explored
the national park,
visited the Sky Walk,
Natures Window and
Z Bend. You have to
go to appreciate the
effort
Parks
and
Wildlife have invested
in making this a
memorable place to
see. After all this we
headed into Kalbarri
for lunch and a stroll
around town and the
foreshore.
Debi
suggested we book a
restaurant for the last
night of our stay in
the area which all
agreed was a great
idea so a place was
picked and a booking
for four made, all of
us not knowing that
we would decide later
on that we would like
to stay an extra night.
Back to camp usual
dinner and camp fire.
Day Two – Time to
explore the station –
we travelled up stream
on the tracks which
involved having to stop
occasionally to recce
Exploring downriver
what we were facing as
there are a lot of step
ups, step downs, creek crossings, rocky outcrops and tight turns. Some of the terrain was slow going but
worth every minute to see the beauty of this landscape which is so diverse you wonder how it can change in
such short time, wild life is abundant as are the goats which is the main livestock on this station. A full day
exploring we made it back to camp, we discussed staying one more night and all agreed to so I headed off to
the station homestead to see if we could - all good - one more night paid for, a quick freshen up and off to
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town for our dinner date, thank you John & Debi for a wonderful dinner. Returning back in the dark after
dinner was eventful also with a large number of Roos about the place.
Day three – Today we headed down stream with the goal of reaching the river mouth at Kalbarri but on the
station side, again the conditions on the tracks required some obstacle avoidance but mainly sandy with the
odd section of
limestone
outcrops.
Travelling
high up along
the hills
south we
stopped to
witness
Whales
frolicking in
the ocean
close to
shore: tail
slaps, flipper
waves and
slaps and
some
breaching. It
was a truly
awesome
sight.
Onward we
travelled
finally
reaching the
river mouth
Exploring upriver
where we
set up our
chairs at the water’s edge and had lunch. We travelled back inland and once able we took a different track
back to camp more along the river’s edge, all the time witnessing the local wildlife go about their daily
routines. Back at camp a few chores were completed then dinner and our last camp fire for the trip.
7 July – All packed up and sadly it was time to leave this really wonderful station and head back to Perth. We
chose to travel the road past Port Gregory towards Geraldton, John & Debi made plans to pop in and visit
John’s aunty in Geraldton so Andy & Linda continued to Dongara for lunch and wait there for John & Debi to
catch Up. Once all back together we continued towards Home stopping at Cataby for coffee and our goodbyes
before John & Debi turned off towards Gingin.
Andy & Linda would like to thank Phil and John & Debi for being really wonderful travelling companions, this
short trip report does not do the entire trip justice but that could well turn into a novel. The things we saw
and did and the laughs we had throughout this 22 days will remain with us forever, thank you.
Thank you too to Rowan & Michel for being our Ground Charlies and keeping up with us and on our toes if
we missed a check in and thank you Kay & Andrew for loaning us your Sat Phone for the trip (thankfully not
needed to be used) thanks guys.
Andy & Linda Lawson (Gate to Gate = 5068 km)
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Kalbarri Skywalk

COFFEE?
You mean starter fluid for the morning impaired?
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Trip Report: The Mount Augustus Expedition 8-17 August
Trip Leaders: John & Debi Marten
Written by Debi Marten
Photos supplied by John & Debi Marten
Day 1. Seven cars set off from Bindoon up thru the Mogumber and Moora Road enjoying the sunshine and
happy radio banter. The Sheriff was in fine form letting us know we were all being watched. After a quick
pit stop at Carnamah we all hit the bitumen again for Mingenew our lunch destination.
Fed, watered, fuelled up, legs stretched and after a few minor adjustments we were off again for Mullewa,
the last fuel stop before Murchison settlement tomorrow. At Mullewa only a couple of us needed fuel but
the keen eye of one member avoided disaster after noticing that a wheel was making an unusual noise. A
wheel nut had been sheared off one of the campers and the rest were loose. After a quick rally around both
wheels we were all fit for the road again driving off to our first night stop.
Arriving at Ballinyou Bridge we drove off to the right to see water in the Murchison and that we all had
waterfront sites. A campfire was lit, dinner prepared and a charming balmy evening was had before
retiring after a great first day drive.
Just after midnight a light breeze brought a sprinkling of rain. The rain became a little heavier with winds
starting to flap a little canvas, then it poured and the campers started to rock. The rain became torrential
and John asked Debi at about 3.30am are you sure the camper is insured? The winds were howling and
I’m sure we were all just lying there waiting for the first rip.
Day 2. At daybreak we had all had enough and decided to quickly pack up in between showers to get to
Murchison Settlement Roadhouse ASAP. Putting the lid down on the campers was like putting lids on
buckets. Everything and everyone was soaked. A few swans on the river and a pink sunrise tried to lighten
the mood.
Murchison Settlement is more like a small corner store and the young counter hand was not pleased at the
rush we brought for coffees and a few hot treats. The rain and wind had eased a little so dried out and
refreshed we drove off into the pretty pink hue. Little did we know that this pink hue was actually the
Gascoyne coming to meet us? OMG, we were driving into a sand storm of biblical proportions. For hours we
trudged over extremely slippery and flooded roads when raining or were blasted by red winds where it
was dry. You could barely see the car in front or behind.
One car did a couple of acrobatic turns but we all managed incredibly well to finally arrive at the end of a
closed gated road at Gascoyne Junction. Nobody told us??
Arriving at the Tourist Park we found out that the gentleman we had all tried to communicate over the past
months for reservations was no longer there and that the park was packed. Some adjustments were made
and sites found for a very weary wet troop. With all roads out of Gascoyne closed it was decided that the
we use the following day to dry out, remove
mud and ready ourselves for the next
run.
Day 3. Washing, drying and airing out of
campers. A few of us ventured out for a
quick look around town. There was a
great information centre with a beautiful
Sturt’s Pea growing out the front. And if
you ventured out a little further, pelicans
on the Murchison River. We did find out,
the hard way, that if you get a puncture
 the Shire Guys are happy to help for a
donation to the RFDS.
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Day 4. The roads were opened and after a very quick stop off at the Kennedy Ranges to see Honeycomb
Gorge and morning tea at Sunrise Lookout we hit the road to Mount Augustus.
About 30km short of the half way mark, which was going to be our lunch stop, the shire mended tyre
decided to spring a leak. Lunch was called just past a little river crossing with a few trees and a couple of
pretty cows who didn’t seem bothered at all about the intrusion.
Tyre fixed, a quick pit stop and we were off again.
Then there she was “Mount Augustus” we had made it...

Day 5. The sun was
shining, and it was a
very happy day
exploring all but a
couple of the walks
around the base of this
magnificent Inselberg.
Climbing over dry rocky
creek beds and reading
her stories we
meandered our way
around her 50km base
ending up at beautiful
“Cattle Pool”.
A great day was had by
all returning back to
camp for a hearty meal
and a big campfire.

Day 6.
A very well
deserved free day for
everyone. Sleep in’s,
cooked
breakfasts,
washing, maintenance as
well as gentle drives
around the remaining
tracks unvisited. We
ended the day with a
sunset view of the entire
rock from the Yallowerie
Hill lookout.
Only one of us was brave
enough to attempt the
12km summit climb.
It was a long, difficult
walk ascending over
650m. An incredible
personal achievement.
Congratulations Phil .
Sunrise Lookout, Kennedy Ranges
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Day 7. An early start had us on the road by 8.00am after saying goodbye to a couple of members heading
further north. The Landor- Mount Augustus road was not as well maintained as the previous roads. One car
started to have engine concerns and with the rough and corrugated road it was very slow going in places.
We had a quick morning tea at Mount Gould Lockup before driving through to Meekatharra. Here we all
quickly fuelled up, got the chance to grab a few supplies from the local Foodworks and a quick bite to eat
before continuing on to Nallan Station.( Unfortunately here we had to say goodbye to a couple of members
with an ongoing car concerns, they would travel home to Perth keeping in touch with our Ground Charlie.)
We arrived about 4.30 pm to find that the eco camp was a further 55km not 35km. An hour later after
following a mud map we arrived at the beautiful Nallan caves and breakaway area just in time to see the
sun set and set up in the days last light. Campfire was lit but an early night was needed by all. It was very
chilly.
Day8. We woke to a brisk,
sunny morning with a few
curious Brahmans walking
through camp area. Today
we were off to see Walga
Rock and other local
attractions but first the
obligatory coffee pit stop
in town. Although a bit
windy on top, Walga is
quite special with her
rock art and smooth
texture. A quick climb to
the top for a few and a
good drive around her
base had us set off for Big
Bell Township for lunch.
Nallan Camp

Thankfully we arrived
back to camp to find
ourselves protected from
the wind.

There was plenty of time for a quick explore before a very good fire and hearty meal.
Not being so cold should have been enough warning.
Day 9. The sound of legs being wound up at 5am lets you know all is not so good. The rain had come in
again so once again we all set up quickly to meet in at the shearer’s campground facilities for breakfast and
a quick shower. Feeling a little refreshed we headed off for our last night at Ninghan station. We arrived to
a cold, very windy campsite. We quickly unhitched our trailers to make the much anticipated climb up
Mount Singleton.
Even though it was extremely windy and raining the view is as awesome as the drive up. We returned to a
little less wind but dinner and an early night.
Day10. In the cool shadow of the mount we packed up but left the campers open to dry a little while we
quickly travelled out to see “Warrdagger” and Little Wave rocks. Only two of us got out to climb
“Warrdagger” (This rock is an Aboriginal sacred site that we are extremely lucky to have access to. It is still
used for ceremony today) as the rain had returned, then a quick drive through a breakaway camp that had
been stayed at before and onto the little wave rock. Weaving in and out of tracks we did not think about
how the rain could affect areas travelled safely before in previous trips so down the lead went, into thick
runny, chocolate mud. Everyone stopped in a small clearing behind and walked to assess the damage. Tail
end came around and tried to snatch us out but we were in deep. Thankfully this tail end also had a winch,
so with expert advice we were safely winched to hard ground. Shovels were used in a token gesture to fill
in the ruts, holes, muddy mess left behind. (At least it would be a fair warning to others not to drive there).
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Wardagger Rock, Ninghan Station

We had a look/climb to the top of the rock and returned to camp.
After a quick fold and hitch
up we were on our way for
the last leg of the journey.
With a welcome pit stop at
Dalwallinu to refuel and a
bite to eat we continued on
for a late arrival at Bindoon.
End of trip was called and
everyone headed home.
John and I would like to
extend a huge thank you to
all that took part in this
“Expedition”. It was hard
going at times and some
days were very long.
A sense of humour and
team spirit kept us on track
and we hope that you have some
happy memories to look back on.

Almost home.

An enormous thank you to our ever reliable “Tail End” who kept us all together even when we were
actually miles apart and rescued a very “parked” Nissan.
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And of course, thank you to “Ground Charlie” who kept an eye on us all from afar, even offering assistance
at the end, thankfully not needed.

A very parked Nissan!

Answer: Header
July 2020 Newsletter
Tracks and Trees Trip 2019

This Newsletter:
White Gum Farm/Christmas in July 2018
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Trip Report: Wandoo Wildflower Explorer - 30 August
Trip Leaders: Michael & Jeanette Tai
Tail End Charlie: John & Debi Marten
Written by Jeanette Tai
Photos supplied by Jeanette Tai
Ten member vehicles and three visitors met up at Lakes Roadhouse on a lovely sunny morning. After
stocking up on the obligatory coffee and snacks, (I thoroughly recommend the chicken and bacon toasted
sandwich), we gathered around to hear what the day’s plans were. Instruction sheets were handed out to all
for the “twist” of the trip.

Turning right from the carpark we travelled south on Great Southern Highway before turning right again
into Yarra Rd and the beginning of the gravel. Dust was not too much of a problem.
The wildflowers did not disappoint and were all colours of the rainbow, which just happened to be the first
part of the day’s challenge! Take a picture of a flower in each colour of the rainbow and correctly name!
No sooner had we started along the gravel and a voice came over the radio…..just stopping for a photo which
quickly became a very regular occurrence on the first half of the trip.
Morning tea break was enjoyed in a bush clearing and we
were treated to an array of delicious home baked
goodies, cakes, biscuits and slices. The tracks were
interesting, lots of ruts, wash-aways, rocky stretches and
the odd puddle which everyone managed to get through
without problems. Our next leg stretch was at Manuaring
Spring, where apparently there are convict fireplace
ruins in the bush, which we failed to find. We did
however find some beautiful green jug orchids in flower.
Our lunch stop was at Mt Observation and more
exploring turned up some Donkey orchids. On driving out
of the carpark and turning along the fence line we were
greeted with spectacular views over the canola fields in
full bloom.
We planned a stop at an area where we previously found
many spider orchids. They were once again prolific but
not quite as tall as last year, perhaps being that we were a
couple of weeks earlier in the season this time.
Jug Orchid
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The second part of the challenge for the day was to snap a couple of wildlife pictures, which proved a little
too difficult, the birds and reptiles were in hiding! Being up the front in the trip leader position has its
benefits and Michael and I were very surprised when a large black wild boar ran across the track in front of
us, the first time seeing a wild pig for us both.
The trip ended with a
gathering and prize giving on
the corner of Yarra and
Catchment Roads, with those
living NOR heading back
towards
the
Lakes
Roadhouse and rest of us
making our way back to
Brookton Hwy.

Congratulations to the joint
winners of the challenge,
Graham 2 (visitor) and Debi,
with 2nd prize going to Rhys.
Thank you to everyone for
their participation.

Spider Orchid

Glorious Canola fields
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Ling Wen Slowther 28 August
John Black 30 September
Ted Litchfield 15 October
Diane Court 26 October
John Marten 29 October
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